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In this imaginative adventure from Newbery Medal–winning
author Beverly Cleary, a young mouse named Ralph is
thrown into a world of excitement when a boy and his shiny
toy motorcycle check in to the Mountain View Inn. When the
ever-curious Ralph spots Keith's red toy motorcycle, he vows
to ride it. So when Keith leaves the bike unattended in his
room one day, Ralph makes his move. But with all this
freedom (and speed!) come a lot of obstacles. Whether
dodging a rowdy terrier or keeping his nosy cousins away
from his new wheels, Ralph has a lot going on! And with a pal
like Keith always looking out for him, there's nothing this little
mouse can't handle. This timeless classic now features a
foreword written by New York Times bestselling author Kate
DiCamillo, as well as an exclusive interview with Beverly
Cleary herself. The Mouse and the Motorcycle is perfect for
independent reading or for shared reading at home or in a
classroom. This fun story is the first of a trilogy, along with
Runaway Ralph and Ralph S. Mouse, all inspired by the
author's hope to create appealing books for boys and
girls—and by the sight of her son playing with toy cars.
A bear uses various means of transportation to travel
throughout the world, followed by a little boy who keeps
questioning him about his destination.
From bestselling author Nancy Rue comes a YA
contemporary novel that combines coming-of-age drama with
a rom-com series of adventures as one girl deals with her
complicated family and first love. Jesse Hatcher is used to
keeping everything together—from trying to manage her
thoughts amidst her ADHD to helping her mom through
bipolar “phases” and keeping the reality of the highs and
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lows—and their living situation—a secret. But when her
supposedly dead father, Lou, appears and her mother
becomes suicidal, her taped-together life comes undone.
Soon Jesse is placed in Lou’s temporary custody, where she
has everything but control. As she works her Dad-mandated
job learning to make sushi with a chef intent on torturing her,
she concocts a plan to get back to her real home. But then a
cute boy named Rocky and the thrill of riding his motorcycle
complicate things, and the book she found seems to have all
the answers she doesn’t want to hear. Torn between what
her mom wants and a life she might actually enjoy, Jesse is
forced to make a crazy decision. Motorcycles, Burritos & One
Strange Book: features a vibrant and witty protagonist dealing
with the realities of a divided family and mental illness is a
Christy award-winning novel that explores the ideas of self-
worth and empowerment provides an inspirational message
for those dealing with tough circumstances is the first book in
the Real Life series
"When Daisy Ramona zooms around her neighborhood with
her papi on his motorcycle, she sees the people and places
she's always known. She also sees a community that is
rapidly changing around her"--
Provides step-by-step instructions on how to draw a variety of
cars, trucks, and motorcycles, including Ford Thunderbirds,
dump trucks, and minibikes.
Nice Bike is a collection of stories based on making
meaningful connections with others in both your work and in
your life. It's about being a part of a community, knowing that
contributions matter and experiencing a greater affiliation with
others. The premise begins at the 2003 Harley-Davidson
Motorcycle company's 100 year anniversary celebration.
Thousands and thousands of bikers throughout the world
attended the event. As a Harley owner stood proudly by his
bike at that event, what two words from a passerby would
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have made their weekend? “Nice Bike.” “Nice Bike” is more
than a casual compliment. It's the engine that is fueled with
the three actions of acknowledging, honoring and connecting
with others. Nice Bike can help you with your daily
interactions, create more meaningful relationships and add
more joy in your journey on the road of life. When you have a
better understanding of how to make meaningful connections,
you can live a life filled with a greater sense of self worth and
accomplishment in your work and in your life. Acknowledge,
honor, and connect and you will change the world, one
person at a time.
Comprehensive volume of practical information on everything
from mufflers and automatic oil pumps to batteries and timing
valves. Over 370 rare illustrations.
Patty's sure she's the only 10-year-old in the world who can't
ride a bike. This summer, when she visits her grandmother
and aunt, she's sure their surprise is going to be a bike she
can learn on. The kind all the other kids have. But—oh,
no!—this bike is impossible! And her best friend has started a
club without her! And the twins are in it! Will Patty have the
nerve to make summer turn wonderful? She would if she
could...and she can!
Buddy the Motocross Bike is an exciting children's book
that teaches young generation about the lessons in life
while giving them something to be excited about while
reading a book. "Buddy Learns Confidence" is the first of
many Buddy books to come.
A guide for both novice and experienced motorcyclists
includes guidelines for selecting and buying a
motorcycle, safety tips, maintenance techniques, and a
survey of the basic mechanical and electronic systems
Over 100 years of history: 1885 Gottlieb Daimler Motor
Bicycle, 1915 Harley-Davidson Model J, 1923 BMW R32,
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and other superb models. Captions.
Zoom down the street with some cool animal bikers in
this cheerful picture book all about motorcycles. Spirited
wordplay, vibrant art, plus a visual dictionary, make this
title a must have for bookshelves everywhere. This book
is filled with lively rhyming text by the award-winning poet
Tony Mitton that perfectly complements Ant Parker's
bold, bright illustrations. A picture dictionary identifying
motorcycle parts builds vocabulary and makes learning
about motorcycles exciting and fun.
"This photo-illustrated book for early readers tells about
the different kinds of motorcycles that people ride and
what those bikes are used for"--
Introduces young readers to the world of motorcycles,
reveals how many types there are, how they work, and
the jobs, competitions, and events that feature them.
"Part travelogue, part ode to his bike and part literary
criticism...a memoir infused with joie de
vivre."—Publishers Weekly In this "joyful book" (Booklist),
archive diver and Ducati enthusiast Ted Bishop takes
readers on an epic trip from Edmonton to Austin, through
the classic landscapes of the American West, and to
some of America's and Europe's most famous cities as
he considers what it means to be a road dog and a
researcher. Whether describing how he came to own a
Ducati, debating the merits of D. H. Lawrence's novels,
relishing the outlaw thrill of cruising small American
towns on his bike, or holding Virginia Woolf's suicide
note in the British Library, Bishop "easily blends his love
of books and archives with his love of motorcycles and
riding...an unusual combination...but one that ultimately
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works" (Library Journal). A Playboy Best Book of 2006.
Read Along or Enhanced eBook: Offers readers a close-
up look at dirt bikes. With colorful spreads featuring fun
facts, sidebars, labeled diagrams, and a "How It Works"
feature, the book provides a thrilling overview of this
exciting vehicle.
More and more motorcyclists have taken to camping, both to
reduce travel costs and to add an extremely enjoyable
dimension to their adventures. This new second edition is
loaded with up-to-date and practical information on how to
plan a two-wheel camping trip, such as evaluating the bike for
space and load-carrying capacity, what and where to look for
in gear and how to use it, finding motorcycle-only
campgrounds, planning and packing for the ultimate trip,
dealing with "critters" at camp, learning the newest campfire
cooking techniques, and even has some easy, tasty recipes
to try. An extensive resource directory lists dozens of
equipment suppliers to orient riders in the overwhelming sea
of information available today on gear, luggage, clothing, and
even trailers.
Rabbit isn't sure he'll ever be brave enough to go on an
adventure. He's a homebody who lives in a quiet field of
wheat he dreams of leaving every night. His world is enlarged
by his friend Dog and Dog's tales of motorbike adventures.
But one day, Dog is gone, and with him, go the stories Rabbit
loves so much. Dare Rabbit pick up the motorbike and live his
own story? This timeless fable of the journey from grief to
acceptance will touch every reader. For those confronting
loss and those eager to explore and experience, Rabbit's
bravery in the face of sadness will console, nurture, and
inspire.
Have you ever been asked by your child to draw something
simple like a dog or a bird but you have been unable to? Your
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child looks to you for guidance and support in all aspects of
life. Your lack of artistic ability is not something you thought of
as a hindrance, but now that you have children, this simple
skill can make the world of difference in creating moments of
deep bonding. When you are able to teach your child how to
draw an animal or a house with accuracy and see that look of
awe and admiration in their eyes, you will know that you
made the right choice buying this book. This guide will start
you on a magical trip with your little one that begins with a
single mark on the page and ends with a rich and creative
world that the two of you have drawn together.
Alicia Mariah Elfving, founder of TheMotoLady.com and the
Women’s Motorcycle Show, dishes profiles of more than 70
women past and present who ride and wrench as well as
anyone, and in the process have proven every bit as
indispensable to maintaining and growing a positive
motorcycling culture.
What is a touring motorcycle? And what is a sports bike? A
touring motorcycle is a motorcycle especially designed for
long range travel both on roads and off roads. This type of
motorcycle has an upright seating position, larger fuel
capacity, bigger displacement fairings and windshields to
make long travel comfortable. A sports bike does not give
much importance to riding comfort and fuel economy. It is
designed to give great speed and acceleration. More trivia
and fascinating information about motorcycles are featured in
this book especially made for young learners. Over 90
motorcycles -touring, sports bike, street bike, dual sport
motorcycle, cruisers and other types of motorcycles, from
classic motorcycles to the newest ones, different brands, and
more are presented in this book. Each motorcycle comes with
its beautiful picture and easy to understand fun fact to fuel
your child's fascination with motorcycles. It is truly great book
for children to enjoy with the family.
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Zoom! Who needs four wheels when two wheels can be so
much fun! While street motorcycles zoom around cities, dirt
bikes fly over jumps and twist around dirt trails. Young
readers will find out about the types of motorcycles, their main
parts, and why these vehicles are so popular.
Written and published by P.J. Harding. Another in the 'LOOK
BOOK' series - Your child will love this easy reader and
brilliant color picture book of motorcycles. Each page has a
photographic image of all kinds of motorcycles from all over
the world. The simple text is easily understood by young pre-
readers and easy to learn for emerging readers.
Motorcycles!Random House Books for Young Readers
Off-road riding is one of motorcycling's most popular
pursuits and also one of its best training grounds for
improving street-riding skills. Off-road riding takes
many forms, from motocross and enduro racing, to
dual-sport day trips, to trail riding, to adventure tours.
No matter the specific pursuit, all dirt riding (and
much street riding) shares the same basic skill set.
How to Ride Off-Road Motorcycles schools the
reader in all the skills necessary to ride safely and
quickly off-road. Chapters cover the basics, such as
body position, turning, braking, and throttle control,
then proceed to advanced techniques, such as
sliding, jumps, wheelies, hill-climbing, and more. If
you've ever wanted to try dirt riding or if you're an
experienced rider looking to sharpen your skill set,
How to Ride Off-Road Motorcycles is a perfect riding
coach.
"At twenty-one-years-old, Lily Brooks-Dalton is
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feeling lost; returning to New England after three and
a half years traveling overseas, she finds herself
unsettled, unattached, and without the drive to move
forward. When a friend mentions buying a
motorcycle, Brooks-Dalton is intrigued and inspired.
Before long she is diving headlong into the world of
gearheads, reconsidering her surroundings through
the visor of a motorcycle helmet, and beginning a
study of motion that will help her understand her own
trajectory. Her love for these powerful machines
starts as a diversion, but as she continues riding and
maintaining her own motorcycles, she rediscovers
herself, her history, and her momentum"--
When a boy and his mother go bicycling together, he
shows how to ride correctly and safely.
The author describes his motorcycle journey through
Minnesota to the Alaskan Highway, recalling the
events in his life that have made him the man he is
today and other challenges he has faced on the road
of life. Originally titled: Piligrimage on a Steel Ride.
Reprint. 20,000 first printing.
"An exciting ABC book for children and adults that's
fun to read out loud in the car, or quietly on the floor.
It's Braptastic!"KimKey's first book in the Little Moto
Rider series, M is for Motorcycle makes learning the
ABCs fun! Follow the Little Rider and his friendly
blue bird as they teach the letters of the alphabet
with their trusty Motorcycle, Ms. Yamimoto!Great for
any aspiring little riders.
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Do your Kids are lovers of Motocross or Supercross?
If your answer is YES, then check it out! Are your
children bored? Are they trying to get attention?
Then you usually put a movie on the TV or let the
child play video games? But why would you increase
your child's screen time when there are so many
other exciting things to do?! One of the best activities
for kids is, believe it or not, activity books mostly
related to our kids' interests. As incredible as riding a
bike, it can be a book full of activities related to this
fantastic sport. Children's activity books are ideal for
providing kids with more than just coloring pages.
That's why in this book you will find: ? word search
(Words are hidden in all directions, overlaps are
frequent ? scramble words ? crosswords ? match the
shadows ? mazes ? dot to dot ? spot the differences
? match halves of pictures ? design your racing kit ?
what comes next ? Dirt Bike Coloring Pages (single-
sided) ? puzzle answers and more!!! so, help them
spend more quality time that improves concentration
and fine motor skills development and, what is most
important, giving them a smile! ? Please take a note:
the Interior in this book is black and white along with
a soft glossy cover! ?The book also includes 2
bonuses inside!? Scroll up, click on "Buy Now", and
Get Your Copy Now!
This best-selling book is also “#1 book in motorcycle
safety” (Nielsen BookScan) and essential reading
for all motorcyclists regardless of their years of
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experience. Author David L. Hough, a revered
motorcycle author, columnist, and riding-safety
consultant, lays out a clear course for all riders who
want to sharpen their handling skills and improve
their rides. This second edition, expanded and now
in full color, offers new riders and road warriors the
exact kind of advice they need to be prepared for
anything when on the road, how to avoid accidents,
and how to handle the unexpected. Hough, who
began motorcycling in the 1960s, tackles every
imaginable topic—from the mechanics of the bike,
selection of the right-sized bike, and basic riding
skills to night riding, group outings, and advanced
survival tactics. In the chapter called “Motorcycle
Dynamics,” Hough spells out the equipment needed
and basic skills required to control a bike, and
specifically keeping the rider’s safety and ability to
avoid potentially injurious or fatal crashes. The
author is outspoken and direct when it comes to
safety, and he emphasizes the importance of the
rider’s braking abilities and spells out how to
improve them. The chapter offers six tried-and-true
techniques for quick-stop tactics, critical for every
rider to understand and master. He also addresses
other vital skills that riders need to evaluate and
improve, such as turning, maintaining balance and
stability, and steering. He defines, compares, and
analyzes the ins and outs of steering and control:
direct steering, countersteering, push steering, out-
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tracking, coning, u-turns, and directional control. The
chapter called “Cornering Habits” is a virtual master
class in acceleration, deceleration, use of weight,
throttle, leaning, and handling challenging terrain.
Hough’s skill as a photographer and illustrator adds
a graphic element to his books that leads to
immediate understanding of the concepts he
explains. The detail offered in each section of the
book can only come from decades on the road, and
the author is the consummate instructor, assigning
homework to the readers in the form of exercises to
practice and improve specific techniques that he
outlines and illustrates in the text. Any rider who
would venture out on the road without David
Hough’s voice in his head takes an unnecessary
risk with his own life. Proficient Motorcycling takes
riders from long, snaking country roads right into the
traffic of the big city, and Hough offers the best
advice for riders dealing with the most challenging
conditions, whether it’s road construction, snap-
jawed intersections, skateboarders, or suddenly
slippery road surfaces. A critical section of the book
offers riders advice on how to deal with automobiles,
including aggressive car drivers, oblivious SUV
drivers, or “blind” truck drivers. The book offers the
kind of first-hand experience that can literally save
riders’ lives, as illustrated in the chapters “Booby
Traps” and “Special Situations,” which offer evasive
tactics and advice to avoid and handle everything
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from slick surfaces, curbs, and construction plates to
ferocious dogs, hazardous wildlife, and difficult
weather conditions. The final chapter of the book,
“Sharing the Ride,” is geared toward experienced
riders who travel together in groups or who travel
with a second passenger on the bike. Topics
covered are formation, packing for trips,
communication between riders, sidecars, trikes, and
more. The book concludes with a resources section
of organizations, training schools, educational tools,
and websites; a glossary of 80+ terms; and a
complete index.
A comprehensive step-by-step introduction to
planning, building, and fettling a custom motorcycle.
How to Build a Motorcycle leads you through all the
key stages--from initially finding the right project for
your skill level, to sourcing a base bike and safely
taking on some full-on bike-building tasks. With
clear, easy-to-follow instructions, proper advice, and
specially commissioned step-by-step illustrations
throughout it is an ideal aid to getting your hands
oily.
A bike can be faster than a car, a van, a bus and a
truck-- see how in this Level A book, perfect for
readers just starting out. "I like my bike. I like my car.
I like my big car. I like my truck." The text in this
funny story is simple and repetitive--just right for new
readers--but the pictures are wacky and imaginative.
A sea lion chauffeurs a large shark, a cactus drives a
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pickup truck and a tiny mouse drives a tractor-trailer
filled with cheese. But all the vehicles get stuck in
traffic-- except for the cyclist, who merrily rides along
to a party. The pictures, in addition to supporting the
text and enhancing comprehension, are chock-full of
details that children will love. There are subtexts,
connections, and opportunities for inference. The
award-winning I Like to Read® series focuses on
guided reading levels A through G, based upon
Fountas and Pinnell standards. Acclaimed author-
illustrators--including winners of Caldecott, Theodor
Seuss Geisel, and Coretta Scott King honors--create
original, high quality illustrations that support
comprehension of simple text and are fun for kids to
read with parents, teachers, or on their own! Level A
books, suitable for early kindergarten, are ideal first
books for kids to read on their own. One short
sentence repeats on every page with one word
change per spread. Simple plots are heavily
supported by the detailed illustrations. When Level A
is mastered, follow up with Level B.
An action-packed ride through the history of the
motorbike The Motorbike Book is all about the men,
machines and landmark technology behind the most
iconic bikes from ACE to Zündapp. Featuring over
1,000 of the latest and greatest motorbikes in the
world this is an amazing visual guide tracing their
evolution from the 1910s right up to the superbikes
of today. All about the grit and the glory, The
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Motorbike Book takes a truly international view from
Italy's Ducati to Japan's Suzuki and tells you just
how famous marques like Honda and Harley-
Davidson became household names. Plus, go on a
virtual tour inside the engines of some of these
legendary bikes to see just what powers their
performance. If you're born to be wild then The
Motorbike Book is the ultimate ride for you.
An anthology of the best motorcycle literature from
top authors including Hunter S. Thompson, Thomas
McGuane, Robert Pirsig, Roald Dahl, Alberto
Granado, and T. E. Lawrence Sons of Thunder is a
high-octane anthology that brings together the best
in motorcycle writing. This unique collection includes
seminal pieces from Hunter S. Thompson and
Robert Pirsig. Melissa Holbrook Pierson and
Thomas McGuane offer probing reflections on the
relationship between rider and machine. Roald Dahl
waxes poetic on the second-hand Ariel 500cc he
bought as a sixteen-year-old. There are classic
dispatches from the road including T. E. Lawrence's
travels on his Brough Superior, Alberto Granado's
storied rides with Che Guevara, and Theresa
Wallach's overland journey with Florence Blenkiron
from London to Cape Town. This anthology also
offers hidden gems, such as Mike Carter's midlife
meditation "Uneasy Rider" and Jim Perrin's "Travels
with a Harley." Facing more than just the elements of
the road, these riders simultaneously take physical
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and emotional journeys, surrendering to the mental
release a bike brings. Danger lurks around every
bend, but above all is the rider's desire for speed, the
constant craving to go faster and further than one
has ever gone before. At times literary and lyrical, at
others tactile and thrilling, Sons of Thunder takes to
the road with an all-star roster of writers who delve
into the pleasures and perils of motorcycles and
celebrate the emotional bond between rider and
machine.
Twelve-year old Ron Baker finds a mini bike while
scuba diving and, with the help of a former
motorcycle rider and racer, restores the bike and
enters competitions.
Presents a history of motorcycles, how they work,
how to become street legal, the best types of
motorcycles to buy, and more.
This motorcycle trip journal and log book makes it
fun and easy to detail memories of your road trip. It
includes prompts for quick memories along with lined
areas for more details and thoughts that come to
mind while on the road. A perfect gift for any biker!
And this handy 6 X 9 size fits easily in your bike or
saddle bag and can travel with you without being
bulky. Includes 108 Log Pages Prompts Included:
Start Date, Time, Mileage Companions Trip Check
List Weather Conditions Route Details Destination
Cool Things Along the Way
Accommodations/Restaurants Bike Performance
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Ending Mileage Fuel Used and Cost Full pages for
notes of memories and experiences along the way
Acclaimed as one of the most exciting books in the
history of American letters, this modern epic became
an instant bestseller upon publication in 1974,
transforming a generation and continuing to inspire
millions. This 25th Anniversary Quill Edition features
a new introduction by the author; important
typographical changes; and a Reader's Guide that
includes discussion topics, an interview with the
author, and letters and documents detailing how this
extraordinary book came to be. A narration of a
summer motorcycle trip undertaken by a father and
his son, the book becomes a personal and
philosophical odyssey into fundamental questions of
how to live. The narrator's relationship with his son
leads to a powerful self-reckoning; the craft of
motorcycle maintenance leads to an austerely
beautiful process for reconciling science, religion,
and humanism. Resonant with the confusions of
existence, Zen and the Art of Motorcycle
Maintenance is a touching and transcendent book of
life.
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